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Abstract
Web communities comprising of documents and/or users activities have been
formed and are continuously expanding and transforming as Web users role shifts
from typical navigations to content managing and regulating. Defining, deriving and
exploiting communities is not a trivial task since several parameters (large-scale,
complexity, evolving information etc) are involved. This paper aims at providing
answers for crucial questions raised about communities emerging in the Web and it
summarizes different community definitions such that then, the problem of
community detection (which is well matured and researched in the past) is
understood. The paper emphasizes and discusses the most important methodologies
and techniques which deal with large populations of Web documents participating
in vast hyperlinked networks, or networks formed from crawling (part of) the web
and more recently, networks reflecting the social relations and/or interactions among
people. It is important to understand and categorize community identification efforts
by taking into account that different levels of granularity and different views are
often used for community identification. The emphasis is on the intuition behind all
these methodologies and implementations, and on their practical impact for tasks of
recommendation, searching, content outsourcing, etc.
Communities definitions & scales
Collective user activities on multiple, often heterogeneous and evolving Web
sources contributes in the formation of Web communities which are either derived
from Web documents/pages, or by users navigational tasks and more recently by
tags and social frameworks. Defining, deriving and exploiting communities is not a
trivial task since several parameters (large-scale, complexity, evolving information
etc) are involved.
We categorize community identification algorithms based on graph structures
under both macroscopic and microscopic perception of Web entities, so communities
are identified at the following scales :
• document level communities : to deal with the Web content as individual logical
documents with internal organization [1]; microscopic view - networks of
unprecedented size and complexity hard to interpret;
• Web site level communities : to identify communities in the context of a Web site
[2]; from microscopic to macroscopic view; for reducing user-perceived latency;
• Web level communities. to deal with the World Wide Web as a whole [3], [4];
macroscopic view; computation- expensive and hard to apply in a streaming
manner.
A community is typically defined out of a graph structure and the community
is defined as a cluster of information which is relevant and/or (hyper-) linked.

Certainly, members of a community are strongly related whereas at the same time
they are loosely related with members of the other communities. Therefore,
detecting a community is highly relevant with the efforts to measure “within
clusters” density versus “between clusters” sparsity. An intuitive and typical
definition of a community is that :
Community definition : Having a graph G=(V,E) where V is the set of vertices
and E is the set of the edges, a community c is a vertex subset of V, such that for
each of the vertices υ which belong to c, there are many edges connecting v (strong
connectivity) to the other vertices in c and few edges connecting v (weak
connectivity) with the vertices in V-c.
Based on this typical structured-oriented definition, a community is defined as
a vertex subset such that for all of its vertices, the number of links connecting a
vertex to the cluster is higher than the number of links connecting the vertex to the
remaining of the graph.
Detecting Communities : methodologies
A community is typically defined out of a graph structure and the obvious
choice is to consider a graph-clustering for revealing a community. Community
identification algorithms have been employed on several graphs and networks,
including networks deriving from Web data (such as emails, user logs etc), from
social interactions, from metabolic and gene networks etc.. Therefore, the problem
of communities identification is well studied and a variety of graph-clustering
algorithms have been presented in the literature.
On the Web scene communities detection is important since a lot of
information can be clustered towards improving Web applications and practices
(searching, indexing etc). Apart from having communities of documents/pages earlier
efforts have focused on identifying communities of users and communities of tags [5],
[6]. Typically, such communities are identified by similarity-based clustering
techniques which identify appropriate functions which characterize users and relevant
tags closeness.
The methodologies used so far in order to tackle the extremely high complexity
of providing an exact solution to the community detection problem, which has been
proven to be NP-hard, primarily focus on :
• graph-oriented methods : communities being identified as dense bipartite
subgraphs [4] out of a (micro- or macro-scopic) Web graph;
• divisive-agglomerative methods : communities revealed by progressive divisive
or agglomerative tasks which are guided by certain metrics and criteria which
meet community density requirements [7], [8];
• flow and flooding algorithms : communities are detected by maximum flow
strategies which are used along with iterative crawling processes [3], or by using
a flooding process originating from seed/hub nodes [9];
• hybrid methodologies : communities are detected by using several of the above
methods with emphasis on initiating a community detection by a graph-oriented
technique which is adjusted to maximize modularity.

We distinguish the above methodologies into two different approaches in
identifying communities based on the regional level on which they work on. More
specifically, we highlight the following region scales on which communities are
detected :
• micro-scale methods, which operate on a graph structure on which they evaluate
similarities between pairs of nodes [10]. These methods are often characterized
as bibliographic since they evaluate similarities on the basis of the popular to
bibliographics metrics namely, on the co-citation and the bibliographic coupling.
Such methods cannot scale well to large scale graphs and Web originating
datasets since they work on a local/micro level and their span is limited;
• macro-scale methods, which operate on a graph as a whole and they consider
linkage of the global graph structure which is then divided into sub-graphs based
on some nodes which serve to be the starting elements which then attract the
other nodes [9]. Such methods are characterized by their spectral focus which
enables identifying minimal sets of links which can define a community or
minimal cuts which guarantee maximum flows. Such methods are suitable for the
Web graph since they work on a large scale view and they may reach optimal
solutions especially when additional (metadata, keywords etc) information is
given along with the graph structure.
Revisiting Community definition

We raise some issue in terms of the typical community definition which seems
to lack ability to handle some non-obvious or non-clearly linked vertices. For
example, as authors emphasized in [2] the above definition for community detection
fails to include grey vertex (left part of Figure) in one of the four different
communities whereas it also fails to identify communities at the right part of the
graph.
Therefore, we have proceeded in another perspective for communities
definition which follows a more macro-scale generalized approach so we define
communities as next.
Global Community definition : Having a graph G=(V,E) where V is the set of
vertices and E is the set of the edges, a community c is a vertex subset of V, such
that the sum of all edges among the vertices υ which belong to c, is greater than the
sum of edges which connect the vertices of the community c with the rest of the
graph V-c.

This definition identifies communities in the above graph and proceeds with a
more global confrontation of graph structures in order to reveal vertices inter and intra
connections. Moreover, this definition facilitates proposing an appropriate algorithm
for community detection and identification which follows the following steps :

1: Consider a graph G = (V , L)

{

}

2: Start with each vertex being a community seed C = c1 , c 2 ,..., c|V | with ci = {vi }
3: For each vertex evaluate its linkage and define optimization criterion
4: while criterion is not met
a. Find communities ci and cj with greatest intra-linkage
b. Merge ci and cj if they improve global community approach
end while

Web Communities Understanding & Exploiting
Communities understanding and their exploitation is highly relevant with
clustering exploitation and as authors have emphasized in [2] and [5], we may
propose the following tracks for communities exploitation and utilization :

• Web users/customers targeted activities such as market advertisement campaigns,
e-commerce attractive notifications targeted to communities of users revealed by
Web graph community identification methodologies. The proposed community
definition is suitable for addressing users with common activities based on their
assignment to communities, and moreover, non-obvious or regular users might be
captured by the proposed general-global scope community approach;
• Recommendation tasks under specific application frameworks by understanding
users’ communities trends and profiles. Having communities identified by the
proposed global level definition we result in communities with strong linkage and
relevance of scope so recommendation acts can be better focused, correlated and
user-tailored;
• Web portals and Web sites management functionality can be improved since
communities of documents may be cached and/or prefetched together and users
management can be employed on a community rather than on a single user basis.
Such a community-oriented Web portal functionality tuning can improve
accessing times and performance whereas at the same time quality of
information will be better targeted;
• Content delivery networking can be employed in a more advanced manner since
detecting communities as proposed here has been proven in [2] to outperform
earlier conventional community detection approaches. In such content delivery
network frameworks, the detected communities become the core outsourcing
units and their appropriate storage improves both performance and infrastructure
exploitation rates.
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